
























































































































































result = sequentialSearch(array, target);  assign(x, 







if(x == 1) return 1; 
else return 0;  












x += a[i]  sum(x,index(i):#a)  assign(x,aop(x,index(i):#a,+)) 







temp = a[i];   set(temp, index(i) : #a) 
a[i] = a[j];  set(index(i) : #a, index(j) : #a) 
a[j] = temp;  set(index(j) : #a, temp)  








if( y > x){  
 x = y; 
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public int foo(){ 
 int x; 
 x = bar(x); 
 return x;  
} 
public int bar(int a){  
 
 a = a + 1; 
 return a;  
} 

























-> index(v) : #id  
-> index(c) : #id 





-> aop(index(i) : #id, index(i+1) : #id)  
-> aop(index(i) : #id, index(j) : #id) i≠j 
Example: (list[value-1]+list[value])/2; 
!P, A, M 
3.  -> assign(v, aop( c1, c2 )) Example: x = (b – a) / a; !P, A, M 
4.  -> aop(index(i) : #id1, index(i) : #id2) Example: x = v[i] + u[i]; !P, A, M 
5.  
-> i=loop(0, N) : sum( index(i) : #id ) 
Example:  
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 




-> i=loop(0, N) : sum(aop(index(i) : #id1, index(i) : 
#id2))  
Example: 




->i=loop(0, N) : sum(aop( index(i) : #id, c )) 
-> i=loop(0, N) : sum(aop(aop(index(i) : #id,c),c)) 
Example: 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 




-> i=loop(0, N) : assign( index(i) : #id1, aop( 
index(i) : #id2, c ) ) Example: 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 




-> i=loop(0, N) : compare( index(i) : #id, c) 
 Example: 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
     if(array[i] == target) 
        return i; 
P, !A, !M 
10.  
-> i=loop(0, N) : update(aop(index(i) : #id, c), v) 
Example: 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
    if((array[i] – target) < max) 
       max = array[i] – target; 
P, A, M 
11.  
-> i=loop(0, N-1) : update(aop(index(i) : #id, index(j) 
: #id), v)  
Example: 
for(int i= 0; i < n-1; i++) 
   if((arr[i] + arr[i+1]) > max) 
         max = arr[i] + arr[i+1]; 
!P, A, M 
12.  
-> i=loop(0, N) : assign(index(i) : # id1, index(i) : 
#id2)  
Example: 
simple copy operation 
P, A, M 
13.  
-> i=loop(0, N) : sum(index(i) : #id, c) 
-> i=loop(0, N) : sum(index(i) : #id, aop(index(i) : 
#id, c)) 
Example: 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 





-> i=loop(0, N) : compare(index(i) : #id, c) : 
assign(index(i) : #id, c) Example: 
for(int i = 0;  i < n; i++) 
   if(arr[i] < target) 





































































OUT[ENTRY] = U; 
for (each block B other than ENTRY) OUT[B] = U; 
while (changes to any OUT occur) 
 for(each basic block B other than ENTRY){ 
  IN[B] = ∩P predecessors of B OUT[P];  



















1 public class AnalysisExample{  
2 
3 public static void main(String[] args){ 
4   
5  int[] input_array = {11, 7, 21, 5, 6, 14};  
6  int answer = findGreatestSumAndClosestValue(input_array); 
7 } 
8  
9 public static int findGreatestSumAndClosestValue(int[] values){ 
10  int sum = findGreatestSumOfConsecutiveElements(values); 
11  int closest = findClosestValue(values, sum/2); 
12 
13  return closest; 
14   } 
15     
16 public static int findGreatestSumOfConsecutiveElements(int[] 
values){ 
17  int maxValue = -10000;  
18 
19  for (int i = 0; i < values.length-1; i++){ 
20      if (values[i] + values[i+1] > maxValue) 
21   maxValue = values[i] + values[i+1]; 
22  } 
23 
24  return maxValue; 
25    } 
26 
27   public static int findClosestValue(int[] values, int target){ 
28  int distance = 1000000;  
29  int closestIndex = -1; 
30 
31  for (int i = 0; i < values.length; i++){ 
32       if (Math.abs(values[i] - target) < distance){ 
33    distance = Math.abs(values[i] - target); 
34    closestIndex = i; 
35       } 
36      } 
37  return values[closestIndex]; 








1  main:= assign(answer, call(findGreatestSumAndClosestValue, 
input_array)) 
2 
3  findGreatestSumOfConsecutiveElementsAndFindClosestValue:=  
4 assign(sum, call(findGreatestSumOfConsecutiveElements, values)) ;          
5 assign(closest, call(findClosestValue(values, sum/2))) 
6 
7  findGreatestSumOfConsecutiveElements:=  
8   i=loop(0, N-1) : update(aop(index(i):#values,index(i+1):#values), 
maxValue) 
9 
10 findClosestValue:=  
















































Block B  OUT[B] 0  IN[B] 1  OUT[B]1 
B1  111 1111  111 1111  111 1111 
B2  111 1111  111 1111  111 1111 
B3  111 1111  111 1111  011 1111 
B4  111 1111  011 1111  011 1111 
B5  111 1111  011 1111  011 1111 
















if(array[mid] < target)        compare(index(mid) : #array, target)  







































1. compare(index(v1) : #id1, c1) 
 

















for(int i = 0; I < n; i++){ 
… 
 for(int m = i+1; m < n; m++){ 
  double l = A[m][i]/A[i][i]; 
  for(int  j = 0; j < n; i++){ 
   A[m][j] = A[m][j] – A[i][j]*l; 





i=loop(0, N): m=loop(i+1, N):assign(x, aop(index(i):#A, index(j):#A)); 
j=loop(0, N):assign(index(f):#A, aop(index(f):#A,aop(index(g):#A, l))) 
 
where f and g are flattened, row-major representations of index A[m][j] 
and A[i][j]. 
 
The corresponding collection of pattern domains and property ranges can never be this 
specific, and will need some way to remain general enough, but still be able to recognize 
that the forward elimination algorithm above has the property set {!P, A, M}.  
 
An ideal solution would be to throw out irrelevant details during the translation phase 
from source to expression.  We can do this by relying on trends that become apparent 
from the syntax and mappings itself. For instance, nested arithmetic operations 
between the same element of the same array and a constant or a variable can be 
grouped together without affecting inferences of metamorphic properties.  
7.3 Limitations of a static approach  
In the syntax defined above, I have assumed that there is a way to determine whether 
loops are made over all elements of an input list or array [ loop(0,N) ], which is 
fundamental to the permutative property. In practice, this isn’t possible when dynamic 
arrays or lists are used except at runtime because it could depend on user input or could 
be the result of computations during execution. There are two possible ways to handle 
this issue. We can leave it to the translation phase to identify the range of a loop by 
recognizing common colloquialisms for iterations over all elements such as “N”, 
“length”, “array.length”, “size”, “end”, etc. Alternatively, we can introduce a certain 
degree of involvement from the user by having them annotate the code with the 
expected range of a loop in a standard format that can be identified during translation.  
8 Conclusions and Future Work  
In summary, I expect the overall framework for the automatic detection of metamorphic 
properties of software to be comprised of four major phases or components:  
1. Translation: a syntax‐directed translation scheme from source language to 
expressions. The syntax of source expressions should allow the expressions to be 
built up through a context‐free top‐down parsing of the source. 
2. Regular expression pattern matching of collected pattern expressions with 
source expressions. During this phase we can map and associate metamorphic 
properties with every expression.  
3. Construction of a flow graph and computation of the kill sets for every block in 
the graph. The kill sets will simply be the union of all the properties that do not 
hold for expressions in the block.  
4. Data‐flow analysis using the algorithm defined in section 5.  
 
Currently phases three and four need only to be implemented, and will work as 
expected. The primary source of future work is in phases one and two. A proper syntax 
is essential to both the pattern matching phase and to the construction of a correct flow 
graph. By using the syntax for expressions defined here, future research could entail 
expanding the syntax as outlined in section 7.2 and building up the corpus of pattern 
expressions. With a finalized syntax, the syntax‐directed translation scheme can also be 
implemented. Research can also involve incorporating machine learning techniques into 
the recognition of pattern expressions once a rudimentary translator is implemented. 
 
